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Benefits of Uplands
•Uplands on conservation lands provide numerous
benefits to our water resources, including:
•Drainage areas for floodwaters
•Water Storage
•Critical habitat to species which need both land
and water
•Additional nutrient cleansing for waters which
pass through

Benefits of Wetlands: Nature’s Kidneys
• Wetlands remove
suspended solids from
the water that passes
through them
• Nitrogen, phosphorus,
and other components
common in fertilizers
change form in wetlands
and are consumed by
plants instead of
traveling into the water
system

Water Storage on Conservation Lands
• Upland areas can
recharge groundwater
aquifers; leading to a
more plentiful drinking
water source

• The more water storage
that can be
reestablished in natural
wetlands, the more we
could minimize
construction and
maintenance costs.
Water storage is
necessary during both
the wet and dry
seasons
The EPA indicates that 1 acre of wetland can store 1-1.5 million gallons of flood water

Economic Analysis of the Everglades
• Mather’s Economic
Analysis of Restoration to
the Everglades
• Determined the cost of
restoration to be
$11.5 billion with a return on
investment estimated to be
400%; ranging from
$46.5 billion to $123.9 billion

• In terms of water quality and groundwater
purification, returns of $13.2 billion estimated

Determination of Economic Benefits
Values Which Can Be
Quantified
• Nitrogen/ Phosphorus
Removal
• Avoided Cost of
Desalination
• Incremental Value to Real
Estate
• Impacts to Recreation

Example of Salt Water Intrusion

Values Which Still Need
To Be Examined:
•Water Supply Calculation
•Dissolved Oxygen (DO)
Level Differences
•Benefits to Listed Species
•Flood Control
•Education and Research
Opportunities
•Pollination Services
•Carbon Sequestration
•Habitat Provision

An Overview of Edison Farms
• Identified as having
exceptional ecological value
• Over 80% of the property is
functional wetlands
• Some of the current Lee
County well fields depend on
recharge that occurs within the
Density Reduction
/Groundwater Resource
(DR/GR) including the Edison
Farms property
• The entire property is
designated as Primary Panther
Habitat
• Headwaters to the 3 tributaries
to Estero Bay

4,000 acre parcel of land

On Wetlands Value…
Abramovitz (1997) said
“Wetlands near cities have been estimated to be
worth about $98,000 per acre for their ability to
clean water, recycle nutrients, recharge aquifers,
control floods, and support fish and wildlife”
According to the study, Edison Farms would be
valued at $313,600,000

Nitrogen Removal
Edison Farms can remove
up to 67,200 lb N/ year
The average wastewater
facility removes 886.6 lb
N/ day, meaning that
Edison Farms could
remove 21% of the yearly
facility use

• This would save
approximately
$2,945,964
• (In upgrade expenses and
other annual costs*)

*FDEP Data on Lee County Nitrogen Removal Facilities

Phosphorus Removal
Edison Farms can remove
up to 12,800 lb P/ yr
The average wastewater
facility removes 102.8 lb P/
day, meaning Edison
Farms could remove 34%
of the facility’s yearly use

•This would save
approximately
$206,720
•(In upgrade expenses
and other annual
costs*)

*FDEP Data on Lee County Phosphorus Removal Facilities

Desalination Facilities in SW Florida
Due to rising water demands, desalination is occurring more and more...

• Southwest Florida
desalinates the greatest
amount of water by volume
• In 2008, facilities in lower
southwest Florida (Lee,
Collier, Hendry counties)
desalinated 95 million
gallons of water a day; the
area is projected to
desalinate 227 million
gallons/day by 2025
Drainage and development of the Edison Farms property
would result in an even greater desalination expense

Avoided Cost of Desalination
• An increase in salt water intrusion
leads to a greater need for
desalination

• You can calculate the savings from
the energy input needed for
desalination, the amount of water,
and the salinity of the water
• Lee County currently desalinates
59 Million Gallons per Day (MGD),
Edison Farms is estimated to have
roughly a 10 MGD capacity

Avoided Cost of Desalination (2)
According to Mather’s:
Calculation of Pressure (y) based on Salinity (x):

y(PSI) = 78.18 + .029 * x(mg/L)
y(PSI) = 78.18 + .029 * 1400 mg/L
= 119 PSI (Round up to 200 PSI)

Average Energy Cost= $.08/kWh
7092000 kWh/yr * $.08/kWh

=$567,360 / yr
Calculation of Energy (z) based on Pressure (y):

z(MWh/yr) = 41.67 + 35.25 * y(PSI)
z(MWh/yr) = 41.67 + 35.25 * 200
=7092 MWh/yr

Other Avoided Costs with Desalination
•Operations and Management
Costs ($6.4 million/yr) +
Unavoidable Annual Costs
($46,600/yr)
= $6,446,600 / year

$6,446,600 / year

Plus the Energy Savings
($567,360 / year)

= A Total Savings of
$7,013,960 / year

(According to FDEP)
Additional Avoided Desalination Costs to Consider Per
Facility of Less than 10 MGD

Impact to Lee County Real Estate
There is a proven correlation between real estate values and water quality
1) Lee

County Real Estate
Value
= $1,058,000,000

4) Multiply

by percentage of
Lee County encompassed
in Edison Farms Property
(.0052)

2) Multiply

by Expected
Increase in Real Estate
Values with Improved
Water Quality = $.07054
3)

Multiply by 23.4% (Based
on Expected Increase
needed for attaining1970
/Baseline water quality)

$90,065 / year

Impacts to Recreation
Improved Water Quality will Lead to Increased Recreation Opportunities

•Multiply Lee County
Visitation (Residents) by
Average Expenditure Rate
(330,156 * 152)

•Multiply Lee County
Visitation (Non-Residents)
by Average Expenditure
Rate (2,028,104 * 120.08)
•Add two calculations together

Recreation Revenues
will Increase by
$1,527,336 / year

•Multiply Finding by percentage of
Lee County that is encompassed
in Edison Farms Property (.0052)

Any outdoor activity in nature is
considered recreation (except golf)

Cost-Benefit Analysis of Edison Farms
• Summary:
• Monetary Benefits Received= $11,784,045 / year
The purchase of the Edison Farms
property would more than pay for
itself through the environmental and
economic benefits it would create.
There are many factors which still
need to be calculated in.
This estimate is extremely
conservative

Other Benefits to Consider:
• Flood Control
• Carbon Sequestration
• Educational Opportunities
• Habitat Provisions

Implementation Opportunities for Economic Value:
Basin Management Action
Plan (BMAP)
• By removing intensive or
polluting land uses, credit
may be awarded to Lee
County
• Potential BMAP credits for

the Imperial River BMAP for
Dissolved Oxygen

Water Quality Credit
Trading (Future Use)
• Credits could potentially
be traded for wastewater
discharges with facilities
who have improved but
not to the greatest extent
possible
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